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Are neonates sensitive to the different rhythmical units that are used in
different spoken languages? And do they use these units to represent
infant speech perception and discriminate multisyllabic words? In the present study, we used the
High-Amplitude Sucking procedure to test whether 3-day-old French
rhythm
infants discriminate lists of Japanese words. The lists of words differed
either in the number of syllabic units or in the number of sub-syllabic
speech units
units such as morae. In Experiment 1, infants heard bisyllabic versus
trisyllabic words (e.g.: iga vs. hekiga); in Experiment 2, they were
presented with bimoraic versus trimoraic bisyllabic words (e.g.: iga vs. iNga). The results
corroborate those obtained by Bijeljac-Babic, Bertoncini, and Mehler (1993), providing further
evidence that neonates discriminate bisyllabic from trisyllabic words. In contrast, neonates do not
appear to discriminate bisyllabic words that vary in number of sub-syllabic units. It is proposed
that syllables are particularly salient units during the initial stage of speech processing, irrespective
of which language and rhythmical structure is heard.
cue transparency

During the process of word recognition, adult listeners appear to use perceptual strategies that are related to the phonological properties of their language. Native speakers of
French have been shown to rely mainly on the syllable to segment and access spoken
words (Mehler, Dommergues, Frauenfelder, & Segui, 1981). In contrast, native speakers
of English do not segment the speech stream into syllables (Cutler, Mehler, Norris, &
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Segui, 1986) but rather seem to use stress rhythm, that is, alternations of stressed and
unstressed
syllables, to locate word boundaries
(Cutler & Norris, 1988; Cutler &
Butterfield,
1990, 1992). Considering
that French is descri bed as sy llable-ti med
while English is described as stress-timed,
such results indicate that speakers develop
language-specific
strategies that rely on rhythmic properties to retrieve lexical items. In
this view, the rhythmic structure of the language forms the basis for segmenting the
continuous
speech stream into meaningful
units. This hypothesis
received further
support from recent studies using Japanese, a language whose rhythmic structure is
based on another unit: the mora (Otake, Hatano, Cutler, & Mehler, 1993). Their results
suggest that the mora acts as the perceptual segmentation unit for Japanese listeners.
Moreover, listeners use the perceptual strategies developed for their own language
even when listening to foreign-language
inputs (Cutler et aI., 1986; Otake et aI., 1993;
Cutler & Otake, 1994). These strategies that reflect the use of the rhythmic properties of
the native language would be part of speakers' language-specific
competence,
which
may have developed from the earliest stages of language acquisition (Mehler, Dupoux, &
Segui, 1991). If adults base their speech segmentation strategies on different rhythmic
units, we need to know how infants discover the unit most appropriate for the language
they are in the process of acquiring. Is it the case that infants are initially sensitive to any
rhythmic unit and can use this to represent spoken utterances? Or do they first use some
kind of universal unit of representation
(which still needs to be determined), from which
they will specify the characteristics
of the unit of their native language?
Recent data have shown that newborns do not process multisyllabic utterances as
undecomposable
entities, but that they are able to detect common structural properties
shared by multisyllabic
strings. In particular, B ijeljac- Babic et a1. (1993) showed that
neonates are sensitive to the number of syllabic units in multisyllabic utterances and that
they use this capacity to discriminate varied sets of 2-CV (Consonant-Vowel)
from 3-CY
French pseudowords. These results suggest that newborns represent complex multisyllabic
utterances in terms of syllables (or some correlated unit, such as the vowels that form the
nucleus of syllables). Would such a result hold only for French stimuli or would it
generalize to every natural language, and especially to those that are not syllable-timed?
If so, this would make the syllable a good candidate for being the primary unit of infants'
initial processing system. Alternatively, if newborns were sensitive to any kind of rhythmic
unit, they should be able to represent speech in terms of whichever unit was most
appropriate to the language heard.
The present study was designed to distinguish between these two alternatives. Two
experiments were conducted with French neonates who were presented with multisyllabic
Japanese words. The Japanese language (Tokyo standard) was chosen because its phonological structure allowed us to compare infants' sensitivity to syllabic and sub-syllabic
units such as certain types of morae. In Japanese, syllables can be composed of either one
mora (V, CV), or two morae. There are different types of bimoraic syllables: long vowels
(VV), CVVs, and closed syllables (V or CV followed by a nasal consonant (N), or a
geminate consonant (represented as (Q»). Therefore, using Japanese words composed of
monomoraic or bimoraic syllables permits us to compare infant perception of syllabic and
sub-syllabic units within a single phonological system.
To date, there is no evidence
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than syllables. Studies that have specifically addressed this issue failed to find evidence
that young infants' representations
are structured in terms of phonetic segments (Jusczyk
& Derrah, 1987; Bertoncini, Bijeljac-Babic, Jusczyk, Kennedy, & Mehler, 1988; BijeljacBabic et aI., 1993). However, while morae can be smaller than syllables, they might play
a role different from that of phonemes in speech perception. Morae are rhythmic units, in
that it has been shown that the duration of a word is a function of the number of mora
components (Hoequist, 1983; Port, Dalby, & O'Dell, 1987), and that each mora receives
a pitch value (High or Low). Thus, although sub-syllabic, the mora could be salient enough
to be processed by infants as a perceptual unit.
As in Bijeljac-Babic
et aL (1993), infants were presented with two large sets of
phonetically varied Japanese words. All words within a set shared the same number of
components (two or three), which could be either syllabic or moraic. In a discrimination
experiment involving lists of items (rather than two single items), discrimination
can be
performed only if infants extract two different overall perceptual patterns from the two
lists. Such patterns will have to contain the property (or properties) shared by all items in
the list, while discarding irrelevant variations. In other words, in order to discriminate the
two lists, infants will have to build a representation that includes the property on which the
lists are contrasted. If infants can represent words equally well in terms of syllables and
morae, then discrimination
should be obtained in both cases, that is, when words differ in
number of syllables as well as when they differ in number of morae. In contrast, if words
are represented primarily in terms of syllable-sized units, then discrimination
should be
obtained only when the property distinguishing
the lists is the number of syllabic
components of the words. Such a result would extend the Bijeljac-Babic
et aL (1993)
findings to a different phonological system, and would provide new evidence that infants
are prepared to process certain kinds of speech units preferentially.
The French and Japanese languages differ not only in their rhythmic structure but also
in another prosodic characteristic. In French, prosody is not contrastive at the lexical leveL
However, in Japanese words are characterized by their intonational contour, each mora
being pronounced as either high or low pitched. The sequences of high and low morae
follow certain rules that depend on the number of morae and the position of the mora that
bears the pitch accent. In the present study, using real Japanese words, we decided to
include two possible types of contour, that is, descending (H-L or H-L-L) and ascending
(L-H or L-H-H), which correspond to different accentuation patterns. In Japanese (Tokyo
standard), the accent corresponds to a pitch fall, thus located on the last high mora before
a low one. It follows that in words with a descending contour, the accent is on the first mora,
while there is no accent location in words with an ascending contour as they present no pitch
fall (Shibatani, 1990). In Bijeljac-Babic
et aI.'s study mentioned above, all the stimuli
consisted of French pseudowords
naturally produced with the same global contour
(ascending with a lengthened final syllable). In order to test discrimination
of Japanese
words in a similar context of minimal prosodic variation, we chose to present each subject
with only one contour, that is, either ascending or descending.
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Four lists of Japanese words were recorded by a female native speaker. Two lists
were made of bisyllabic words (VCV or CVCV), one constituted of 29 words with an
ascending intonational contour (L-H) such as iga, tema, and one of 29 words with a
descending intonational contour (H-L) such as rika, tomi. The other two lists were each
made up of 29 trisyllabic words, one with an ascending intonational contour (L-H-H) such
as hekiga, temari and one with a descending intonational contour (H-L-L) such as erika,
tomita. In these words, the syllabic and the moraic structures strictly matched: Each
syllable corresponded to one mora.
Stimuli.

The mean duration of the stimuli was 457 ms (SD = 62.1, range 35 1 - 562 ms) for the
H-L words; 477 ms (SD = 52.5, range 370 - 580 ms) fortheL-H words; 630 ms (SD = 59.4,
range 536 - 789 ms) for the H-L-L words; and 725 ms (SD = 54.8, range 606 - 908 ms) for
the L-H-H words. The lists of stimuli with their durations are displayed in Appendix 1.The
distributions of durations for the four lists of words are given in Figure 1.
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Eighty-three infants were tested within the first five days after delivery. They
were healthy, full-term newborns recruited at the Baudelocque Maternity Hospital in Paris,
France. They had suffered no complication during pregnancy and delivery, and they were
classified as "normal" after neurological evaluation on their first or second day of life
(Amiel- Tison, 1977). All subjects weighed more than 2,700 g at birth and had l-min Apgar
scores of more than 8, and 5-min Apgar scores of 10.
Forty-three infants were excluded for the following reasons: falling asleep (11),
rejecting the pacifier (8), irregular or insufficient sucking (11), failing to achieve the
familiarization criterion within 12 min (5), crying (2), becoming agitated (2), technical
problems (4). Forty infants (16 girls and 24 boys) completed the experimental session.
They had a mean age of 2.5 days (SD = 0.75) and a mean gestational age of 39.5 weeks
(SD = 1.12). Their mean birth weight was 3336 g (SD = 345.8).
Infants were tested individually in a sound-attenuated booth.
They were awakened about two hours after feeding and roused until a quiet, active state was
obtained. They were then placed in a reclining position in a special chair that reduces head
movements. The pacifier was held by an adjustable mechanical arm to avoid any
intervention by the experimenter during the experimental session.
Procedure

and Design.

The experimental session started with a two-minute silent baseline, during which the
infants' spontaneous sucking rate was registered. Then the familiarization period started,
during which the presentation of stimuli was made contingent upon high-amplitude (HA)
sucking. The criterion for selecting HA sucks was fixed at the same value for all subjects,
and corresponded to an average of about 80% of sucks being considered as HA sucks. The
familiarization period lasted at least five minutes, and was completed when a 25%
decrement in sucking rate was registered over two consecutive minutes compared to the
rate of the immediately preceding minute. When this criterion was reached, stimuli were
changed for infants in the experimental group, while infants in the control group continued
to be presented with the same stimuli. The postshift period lasted four minutes.
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Distribution of durations of bisyllabic and trisyllabic words used in Experiment 1. (a)
stimuli with ascending intonational contour. (b) stimuli with descending intonational contour.
(Values correspond to the center of each 40-ms-wide category range.)

All the stimuli were stored in a digital form on the computer. For each period, the
corresponding 29 stimuli were first presented in a random order, then randomly reordered
and played again, and so on until the end of the period. The maximum rate of stimulus
presentation was of one stimulus every 1350 ms.
Infants were randomly assigned to one of the eight subgroups resulting from the
crossing of the three main factors: Preshift Stimulus condition (bisyllabic words or
trisyllabic words), Intonational Contour (ascending or descending) and Experimental
Condition (control or experimental). There were five subjects in each subgroup.
A BABISOL pacifier was connected to a GOULD pressure transducer which
in turn was connected to an IBM-PC 386 compatible computer via an analog to digital
board (Data Translation 2814). The computer detected each sucking response, and
registered its amplitude and the time between its occurrence and that of the preceding
sucking. When a HA suck is detected, a stimulus is delivered by an OROS AU22 board, via
a stereo amplifier (ROTELRA820B *3), and two loudspeakers (MARTIN Control Monitor
DBn), at a normal level of intensity.
Apparatus.
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Results

For the 40 infants who completed the test, the mean duration of the familiarization phase
was eight minutes. There was no difference between the experimental group and the control
group (8.5 and 7.5 min respectively; F(l, 38) = 1.42, p = .24). The average sucking rates
of experimental and control groups are displayed in Figure 2.
An overall analysis of variance was performed on HA sucking rates during baseline
and the last five preshift minutes with the main factors of Condition (experimental vs.
control), Preshift Stimulus (bisyllabic vs. trisyllabic word) and Contour (ascending vs.
descending). During these two periods, there was no significant effect of Condition and
Contour, F(l, 32) < 1 in all cases). A significant effect of the Preshift Stimulus factor was
observed on the baseline, F(l, 32) = 4.35, P = .045, between subjects who were to hear
bisyllabic words (mean sucking rate: 43.8 per minute) and subjects who were to hear
trisyllabic words (mean sucking rate: 33.8 per minute). However, this difference disappeared during presentation of the stimuli, and was not significant on the last five preshift
minutes, F(l, 32) = 1.59, p = .22. Moreover, the Preshift Stimulus factor did not interact
with any other factor on the preshift measures, F(l, 32) < 1 in all cases.
To evaluate the effect of the change of stimuli, the last two preshift minutes were
compared with the first two postshift minutes. These comparisons revealed a significant
increase in sucking rates in the experimental group, F(l, 19) = 9.39, p < .01, and no
difference in the control group, F(l, 19) < 1. Moreover, there was a significant interaction
between Shift (two last preshift min vs. two first postshift min) and Condition,
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F(l, 38) = 5.87, P = .02, indicating that the experimental group's recovery
cantly larger (+ 9.17 sucks) than that of the control group (- 0.7 sucks).
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No interaction between Condition, Shift and the two other main factors (Preshift
Stimulus and Contour) reached significance, F(1, 32) < 1 in all cases. This indicates that
infants in all experimental subgroups reacted similarly to the stimulus change. The means
of the differences between the sucking rates in the last two preshift minutes and the first two
postshift minutes are given in Table 1 for the experimental and control groups that heard
either ascending or descending contours.
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The results of Experiment 1 indicate that infants can discriminate lists of bisyllabic versus
trisyllabic Japanese words. It is assumed here that discrimination
reflects the fact that
infants have built a common representation of the phonetically varied words in a list, and
that this representation
includes the property on which the two lists were contrasted, that
is, the number of syllabic components of the words. These findings converge with those
obtained by Bijeljac-Babic
et al. (1993) who showed (1) that infants discriminate 2-CY
from 3-CY French pseudowords and (2) that this discrimination
is not merely based on
differences in the durational characteristics of the stimuli. In the present study, as we used
only naturally spoken words, the bisyllabic and trisyllabic words have different mean
durations and barely overlap (see Figure 1). However, we observe no difference between
the experimental groups according to the intonational contour they were presented with,
whereas bisyllabic and trisyllabic words with a descending contour have less different
durational characteristics
(12% overlap and 173 ms difference between duration means)
than those with an ascending contour (no overlap and 248 ms difference between duration
means).
Thus, the present results provide
based representation
of multisyllabic
exclusively to French, a language for
perceptual unit, but also to a language

further evidence that infants can extract a syllableutterances. Moreover, this ability does not apply
which the syllable would be the most appropriate
with a completely different phonological system .

Our initial intention was to compare infants' ability to process syllabic and subsyllabic moraic units perceptually: Would infants also be able to discriminate Japanese

words that are composed of two morae from words composed of three morae, when these
words have identical length in number of syllables? Experiment 2 was designed to answer
this question. All stimuli were bisyllabic Japanese words. Half of them were bimoraic
words, each syllable being monomoraic (as in kago, tomi, seki, buke); the other half was
constituted oftrimoraic words, in which one syllable was bimoraic and one monomoraic (as
in kaNgo, tom iN, seQki, buuke). As in the previous experiment, neonates were tested on their
reaction to a change from a set of bimoraic words to a set of trimoraic words (or vice versa).
If infants not only represent multisyllabic words in terms of number of syllabic units,
but if in addition they have access to sub-syllabic information, as long as this corresponds
to a rhythmic speech unit, they should discriminate
bimoraic from trimoraic words.
Alternatively,
if infants represent multisyllabic
words only on the basis of syllabic
structure, and are not sensitive to sub-syllabic rhythmic information, they should represent
both bimoraic and trimoraic words as being composed of two syllables. In this case, no
discrimination
should be obtained.

Stimuli.
Four lists of 30 bisyllabic words were constructed. Two lists were made up of
bimoraic words, one with a H-L contour (ex: mika, buke), the other with a L-H contour (ex:
kago, seki), and two lists were made up of trimoraic words, one with H-L-L words and the
other with L-H-H words. In the two lists of trimoraic words, four types of sub-syllabic
morae were included: nasal in medial position (10 items, ex: kaNgo), nasal in final position
(five items, ex: mikaN), geminate consonant (10 items, ex: seQki) and long first vowel (five
items, ex: buuke).
The mean duration was 405 ms (SD = 49.3, range 319 - 550 ms) for the H-L words;
379 ms (SD = 39.1, range 304 - 497 ms) for the L-H words; 537 ms (SD = 61.5, range
393 - 682ms) fortheH-L-L
words; and 525 ms (SD = 41.7, from 448 - 633 ms) fortheLH-H words. The lists of stimuli with their durations are displayed in Appendix 2. The
distributions of durations for the four lists of words are given in Figure 3.
Subjects.
Eighty-three infants were tested within the first five days after delivery. They
were healthy, full-term newborns recruited at the Baudelocque Maternity Hospital in Paris,
France. They were selected according to the same criteria as those used in the previous
experiment.
Forty-three infants were excluded for the following reasons: falling asleep before the
switch (16), rejecting the pacifier (2), irregular or insufficient sucking (7), failing to
achieve the familiarization criterion within 12 min (11), crying (3), becoming agitated (4).
Forty infants (19 girls and 21 boys) completed the experimental session. They had a mean
age of 3.04 days (SD = 0.92) and a mean gestational age of 39.4 weeks (SD = 0.96). Their
mean birth weight was 3490 g (SD = 395).
Procedure, Apparatus and Design.
The procedure and the apparatus were identical to
those described in Experiment 1, except that the maximum rate of stimulus presentation
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Sucking-rate averages during baseline (BL), last five min of familiarization (- 5 to - 1), and
four min of test (+ 1 to + 4) for experimental and control groups in Experiment 2. The bars
above and below each point indicate the standard error of the mean.

Results
For the 40 infants who completed the test, the mean duration of the familiarization phase
was 8.8 minutes. There was no significant difference between the experimental group and
the control group (8.7 vs. 8.95 minutes; F(l, 38) < 1). The average sucking rates of
experimental and control groups are displayed in Figure 4.
As for Experiment 1, an overall analysis of variance was performed on HA sucking
rates during baseline and the last five preshift minutes with Condition (experimental vs.
control), Preshift Stimulus (bimoraic vs. trimoraic words) and Contour (ascending vs.
descending) as main factors. The analysis revealed no difference between groups on both
periods, F(l, 32) < 1 in all cases.
The comparisons between the last two preshift minutes and the first two postshift
minutes revealed no significant difference in sucking rates for both the experimental group,
F(l, 19) = 1.45,p = .24, and the control group, F(l, 19) = 1.72,p = .21. Accordingly, there
was no interaction between Shift (two minutes before vs. two minutes after the shift) and
Condition, F (l, 38) < 1. In addition, neither the interaction among Shift, Condition and
Preshift Stimulus, F(I, 32) = 2.16, p = .15, nor the one among Shift, Condition and
Contour reached significance, F(l, 32) < 1. Table 2 displays the means of the differences
between the sucking rates in the last two preshift minutes and the first two postshift minutes
for the experimental and control groups that heard either ascending or descending contours.
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1.60 (2.3)

3.55 (3.4)

6.70 (4.3)

1.50 (4.2)

These results suggest that newborns do not discriminate between varied sets of bimoraic
and trimoraic Japanese words that share the same number of syllables. This indicates that
not all rhythmic units are equally salient to newborns: While words can be discriminated
on the basis of the number of syllables (or possibly on some correlated unit such as the
vocalic nucleus), they cannot be discriminated on the number of morae when these do not
correspond to syllables.
One difference between Experiment I and Experiment 2 could potentially account
for the absence of discrimination between bi- and trimoraic words. In Experiment I, the
mean durations of the bi- and trisyllabic words differed by 248 ms and 173 ms for the
ascending and descending contours respectively, while the corresponding differences between the bi- and trimoraic words were only 146ms and 132 ms. Moreover, the duration
distributions only slightly overlapped in Experiment I (0% and 12% for the ascending
and descending contours respectively), while the corresponding overlaps were greater in
Experiment 2 (17% and 68%). However, Bijeljac-Babic et al. (1993) have shown that
discrimination of bisyllabic versus trisyllabic utterances could be obtained even when
the mean duration difference was less than 120 ms and the overlap was about 75%. Moreover, the absence of effect of contour on the experimental groups in both experiments
further suggests that mean duration difference and degree of overlap do not explain the
discrimination in Experiment 1 and the absence of discrimination in Experiment 2.
Rather, the present results can be taken as an indic<;ltion of the limits of syllable
representation by infants, at least for bisyllabic utterances. Trimoraic words have more
complex syllabic structures than bimoraic words. However, this difference in internal
complexity does not seem to be perceived by newborns, suggesting that, at least in a context
of phonetically varied bisyllabic words, infants can only extract global syllabic information, presumably based on the presence of vocalic nuclei (see also, Bertoncini et al. (1988)
and Jusczyk, Jusczyk, Kennedy, Schomberg, & Koenig (1995) for arguments in favor of
global syllable representation).
This suggestion ties in with the results of one of Bijeljac-Babic et al.'s (1993)
experiments, which showed that infants were unable to discriminate two sets of bisyllabic
French pseudowords that differed on their number of phonemes (four phonemes: CVCV,

VCCV, VCVC versus six phonemes: CCVCCV, CVCCVC, CVCCCV). In other words,
infants do not seem to be sensitive to a difference between bisyllabic words composed of
simple CV or VC syllables and words composed of more complex syllables as long as all
the words share the same number of syllabic components (or the same number of vocalic
nuclei). In the present study, most of the trimoraic words (25 out of 30) used in Experiment
2 involved an additional consonantic mora, either a nasal or a geminate consonant.
Although the role of phonemes and morae might not be equivalent with respect to the
rhythmic structure of the language and presumably with respect to the way in which they
are processed, the absence of discrimination in both cases yields information on the nature
of syllabic representation.
One possibility is that sub-syllabic segments are represented as an integral part ofthe
syllable, and not as extra elements. Thus the variation in syllabic composition may have
been less salient than the property common to all the words, that is, identical number of
syllables. Perhaps the procedure was not sensitive enough to show that simple and complex
syllables were differently represented in a context of bisyllabic words which included a
variety of bimoraic syllables (initial CVV and CVQ, initial or final CVN). This question
remains open and could be addressed in future experiments contrasting Japanese monosyllabic words such as simple CVs With CVNs or CVVs.
Another possibility is that infants establish similarly simplified representations of
syllables regardless of whether they are simple CV s, or more complex syllables, including
bimoraic ones. In this view, multisyllabic utterances would be perceived in terms of
syllable-like units, based simply on the presence of a vocalic nucleus, and regardless of
finer information about the structure of the syllable.
In any case, sub-syllabic morae do not appear to be as salient as syllabic morae. When
embedded in bisyllabic words, bimoraic syllables, despite the fact that they are longer and
more complex than monomoraic syllables, are not represented by infants as consisting of
two units. In other words, infants do not seem to represent trimoraic words as containing
one more unit than bimoraic words.

The principal result of the present study indicates that infants seem to represent and to
discriminate phonetically varied multisyllabic words on the basis of the number of syllabic
components rather than on the basis of the number of moraic units. Thus, this study
corroborates the evidence that French infants represent speech in terms of syllables, or of
a property correlated with number of syllables, for example, number of vowels or number
of energy peaks. The present results confirm those previously obtained by Bijeljac et al.
(1993) by showing that high variability in phonetic composition does not impede representation and discrimination of words that differ in the number of syllables, at least when
syllables are constituted of Vs or CVs. However, the rhythmic unit used by Japanese
speakers, the mora, does not appear to be similarly salient to newborns. When sub-syllabic
morae are used in order to dissociate the number of syllables and the number of morae in
the words, infants behave as if they were only reacting to the number of syllabic components.
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In the present study, our ,aim was to investigate whether infants possess universal
sensitivity to rhythmic structures of words from any natural language. Recent data indicate
thatspeech segmentation by adult listeners is largely deternlined by the rhythnlic properties
of their native language (Cutler et aI., 1986; Otake et aI., 1993; Sebastian-Galles, Dupoux,
Segui & Mehler, 1992). One hypothesis would be that these language-specific strategies
have been selected from the set of universal abilities present at birth. However, our results
donot support such a hypothesis. Instead, our findings are compatible with the hypothesis
that neonates, when presented with sets of varied stimuli, form global representations of
syllables (Bertoncini et aI., 1988), in which the vowels are the most prominent element,
whatever language is heard. In this view, infants first use some kind of universal
underspecified unit of representation, which seems to be syllable-like, and later refine their
primary representations according to linguistic experience. It is thus possible that more
experience with the Japanese language is required for infants to be able to represent
consonantic morae as equivalent to syllabic morae. Such a possibility would be supported
by data showing that Japanese neonates first behave like French neonates, but rapidly
develop representations of complex utterances in terms of morae, whether syllabic or
nonsyllabic.
We acknowledge that this hypothesis is based on the assumption, of which we are in
favor, that all infants initially process speech in the same universal way. However, we
cannot exclude the possibility that it is not the case. It could be that Japanese neonates
would react to a change in number of morae, whether syllabic or sub-syllabic, as a possible
consequence of prenatal exposure to this distincti ve rhythnlic information. Such a finding
would have extremely important implic~tions on both what would be considered as initial
universal abilities and what would be the relevant experience that tunes these abilities to
language-specific processing. In any case, the answer is empirical and will require sinlilar
experiments with neonates from different linguistic backgrounds.
If adult listeners rely on different units of segmentation, it is important to understand
how infants converge onto the one appropriate for their native language. Two accounts of
this process of convergence are worth considering in their relation to the process oflexical
acquisition. According to the first account, infants begin by building the lexicon, and only
afterwards do they discover, on the basis of their primary representations of words, the
regularities of their native language, that is, that French is a syllable-timed language or
Japanese a mora-timed one. According to the second, or pre-lexical, account, neonates start
to represent the speech signal on the basis of salient acoustic information, principally
located in vowels (Cutler & Mehler, 1993). Rhythnlic information, related to consistent
variations in vowel duration and intensity, would be sufficiently salient to characterize the
type of language to which utterances belong (Mehler, Dupoux, Nazzi, & DehaeneLambertz, 1996). In this view, the rhythmic structure of a language would be acquired at
a very early age, much before infants start to build a lexicon. Thus, hearing French
utterances will bring infants to process speech in terms of syllables, while hearing Japanese
utterances will induce infants to process speech in terms of morae.
More data are obviously needed to improve our comprehension of the time course of
lexical acquisition and its relationship to the development of phonological processing
(Jusczyk, 1993). The experiments reported here provide further evidence that neonates
extract only the most salient properties of the sound pattern of complex utterances. This

rather simple ability, driven by robust acoustic information, might allow infants to develop
a particular sensitivity to the sound pattern of their native language very early on, before
any lexical learning as such has begun. If the acquisition of language-specific skills is
viewed as a process by which universal abilities that allow infants to acquire any language
progressively converge onto abilities specialized in the processing of one particular
language (Mehler & Christophe, 1995), then this study may contribute to a better
characterization of the initial state for phonological processing.
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